CALL FOR PAPERS
Warsaw International Economic Meeting
1-3 July, 2011
Organized by
Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Warsaw
and
National Bank of Poland

All economists, academics and non-academics alike, are invited to submit their unpublished analytical work or new research in all areas of economics. The main objective of this meeting is to stimulate cooperation of researchers from all over the world. Young economists, such as graduate students or post-docs are encouraged to apply.

Lecture in honour of Leonid Hurwicz
Prof. ANDREW CHESHER
University College London

Location: Faculty of Economic Sciences, University of Warsaw, Długa 44/50, 00-241 Warsaw, Poland.

Procedures: Conference language is English. Both individual authors and chairs of organized sessions should register and submit extended abstracts using abstract submission form at www.wiem-conference.pl. Abstracts must describe (1) the objectives, (2) the methodology and (3) the results of the research. Submissions of organized sessions will receive priority in the allotment of time slots.

Finances: No conference fee is charged but participants are expected to cover other associated costs, such as travel and accommodation.

Prize: As in previous years, the Best Paper Prize for Young Economists is established. Up to three presentations will receive the Prize or additional rewards; the budget is at least 1000 Euro.

Important dates:
- Submission deadline for extended abstracts: 28 April
- Authors are notified: 19 May
- Final papers due: 2 June
- Conference is scheduled for: 1-3 July, 2011

For updates, please visit www.wiem-conference.pl.

Please, advertise this event among your colleagues.